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Hong Kong Feng Shui-part 1 
Throughout years of experience learning from various masters and ancient 

books and scriptures, here are some practical and imperative points for 

readers who really want to know where the best places and environment to 

live and work!   

 

Enter the Dragon of Hong Kong 

In order for readers to understand the formation of a meridian point, we must 

first understand that the main trunk of dragon terrain or body is originated 

from Kun Lung Mountain or Himalayan and the Southern dragon ended in 

Hong Kong, The first dragon emerges via Shenzhen Wu Tong San in Hong Fa 

Leng, quite interestingly we found a unique and special tomb described in 

ancient text called ‘Le San’, this is this special and unique tomb is very rare in 

this world let alone in Hong Kong.  

 

(南嶺盡結於香江  

紅嶺迎接顯樂山) 

 

Wonder why HSBC is the best SiteWonder why HSBC is the best SiteWonder why HSBC is the best SiteWonder why HSBC is the best Site    

HBSC is the focal point for 5-dragon breath; therefore harnessing of kind 

energies is unavoidebale. The 5 dragons are Victoria Peak, Lung Fu Shan, High 

West Hill, Mount Gough and Mount Kellet. 

 

(涵碧氣安佳風水  

五龍歸聚于匯豐 ) 

   

IFC versus Stock ExchangeIFC versus Stock ExchangeIFC versus Stock ExchangeIFC versus Stock Exchange    

Another point in Feng Shui is the stability of dragon breath. Exchange Square 

One and two are located in such a locale that would benefit in the long run 

due to that particular reason. Unlike IFC 1 and 2 that missed this point, 

therefore the current glory would only short live due to unstable dragon 

breath. 

 

(國金壹貳不久金  

交易壹貳長久金) 

 

Wonder why Times Square so busy!Wonder why Times Square so busy!Wonder why Times Square so busy!Wonder why Times Square so busy!    

According to my knowledge no current books or Sifu out there did ever 

explain why Times Square is so busy and expensive! Here you go, you got the 

first insight.  You often heard the jargons of left dragon, right tiger, rear 

Xuanwu, front zhuque (rose finch), but you never know what to do with them. 
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Here is the secret, once they are in line to form a ‘cross’, the best site can be 

found! 

In this case you can draw a line of Victoria peak to Braemar Hill and Mount 

Nicholson and Beacon Hill. Get it! 

 

(四神相應聚天心  

旗馬甸架在時代 ) 

 

Government Government Government Government OfficialsOfficialsOfficialsOfficials, read this, read this, read this, read this    

Want to know where to live to secure your ‘rice-bowl’.  Tregunter, Etroril Court 

and Fly Dragon Terrace. Wonder why? It is because in order to secure a good 

position in the government, one need a good solid supports especially hill or 

mountain. 

 

臨官喜官做貴官  

地利愛都恰恰好  

  

The Route that matter The Route that matter The Route that matter The Route that matter         

Ever wonders how Japanese topple British Troops during Second World War?  

The route to Stanley Gap where the Japanese figured out the British main 

command site was through Jardine lookout Quarry mining field. This is 

significant route that perished the Brits. 

 

渣甸山上有石壙  

日軍由此攻黃泥  

 

The Ideal Feng Shui place to LiveThe Ideal Feng Shui place to LiveThe Ideal Feng Shui place to LiveThe Ideal Feng Shui place to Live    

Well, many would disagree with me but what the hack! Hong Kong Park View 

is the best place to live. This is rather significant since Jardine Lookout, Violet 

Hill and Wong Nai Chung Gap provide a good support for Hong Kong Park 

View! Such site is able to harness kind energy permeated. 

 
渣甸紫羅望黃泥  

無咎坐連巒陽明  

 

The Ideal Feng Shui place in East Hong KongThe Ideal Feng Shui place in East Hong KongThe Ideal Feng Shui place in East Hong KongThe Ideal Feng Shui place in East Hong Kong    

Taikoo Place is it! It is because Taikoo Place is situated in the foothill of Jardine 

Lookout, Mount Butler and Mount Parker that able to harness the kind energy. 

(渣畢柏下顯貴方  

如盤走珠太古坊 ) 
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The not so ideal Feng Shui place of allThe not so ideal Feng Shui place of allThe not so ideal Feng Shui place of allThe not so ideal Feng Shui place of all    

Western District, Yao Tong are low land area that is unable to sustain kind 

energy and it is therefore unable to flourish. Tiu Keng Leng would lose it s 

momentum after 2023! 

 

(七過八當九將來  

西環調景不可失 ) 

 

The worst Feng Shui The worst Feng Shui The worst Feng Shui The worst Feng Shui regardlessregardlessregardlessregardless of time of time of time of time    

Yao tong is the worst Feng Shui of all in regardless of periods! 

Because of the low level of land area. 

 

地低地窖都是陋  

可洩可瀉在油塘  

 

The Japanese Did TryThe Japanese Did TryThe Japanese Did TryThe Japanese Did Try    

Did you know that Japanese Feng Shui Master tried to capture Hong Kong 

best meridian spot but missed the accuracy during the Second World War? 

 

昔日扶桑曾開基  

可惜花園欠準度  

 

The Japanese almost The Japanese almost The Japanese almost The Japanese almost destroyed our Kowloon Dragon Trunkdestroyed our Kowloon Dragon Trunkdestroyed our Kowloon Dragon Trunkdestroyed our Kowloon Dragon Trunk    

During 2nd world war, the Japanese dug at least 2 trenches with 2 feet wide 

and almost 7 feet long as water routes for their fighting camp in Tate’s Caine 

Au, and luckily it missed the critical dragon trunk spot that might other wise 

destroyed the whole Kowloon Feng Shui. 

 
大老山坳顯多溝  

曾是日軍引水道 

 

No Such thing as ‘immediate prosperity’No Such thing as ‘immediate prosperity’No Such thing as ‘immediate prosperity’No Such thing as ‘immediate prosperity’    

We need to work hard for living, no free lunch and no short cut! The term 

immediate prosperity is mistakenly by mane for double dragon meridian spot 

in Yin Feng Shui, 

 
寅葬卯發非此意  

雙龍結穴於壹處  

 

Lamma is noLamma is noLamma is noLamma is not Idealt Idealt Idealt Ideal    

I am sorry Lammains! But the Feng Shui and fact says it all; the third biggest 

island in Hong Kong but less population (approximately 7,000 people. The 
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reason being that the southern Dragon ended in Lamma Island with little or 

no dragon breath and therefore unlikely to bread more population and most 

males will migrate! But not a bad place for sight seeing tough! 

 
南角龍潛盡南丫  

氣薄地薄丁也薄  

 

Apleichau is with thin Dragon BreathApleichau is with thin Dragon BreathApleichau is with thin Dragon BreathApleichau is with thin Dragon Breath    

Apleichau is an Island that does not receive well the funnelling of Aberdeen 

dragon breath and therefore most of the buildings seem to have nice view but 

not a good Feng Shui place. This is because certain criteria’s are not met. 

Apleichau is nothing special and therefore is creating nothing special. 

 
鴨脷島似是而非  

中格大格惜無局  

 

Hang Feng is hurt by sharp edgesHang Feng is hurt by sharp edgesHang Feng is hurt by sharp edgesHang Feng is hurt by sharp edges    

Hang Fa is unlikely to blossom because of its opposite sharp edges. Such 

dashing energy is unkind and therefore Hang Fa is hard to take off. 

 
杏花邨實欠杏花  

無奈面對尖角煞  

 

Impossible Hong Kong Mountain from TSTImpossible Hong Kong Mountain from TSTImpossible Hong Kong Mountain from TSTImpossible Hong Kong Mountain from TST    

It was believed by many that the formation of Hong Kong Island is via TST but 

researching the site would lead us to conclude that TST is a place where ‘Rose 

Finch is sticking it tongue out! In accordance to ancient scripture description. 

 
朱雀吐舌于尖沙  

怎能渡海過港島  

  

Confusing methodsConfusing methodsConfusing methodsConfusing methods    

DO not be confused or camouflaged by The Daoism ‘Zhang Yun Ba’ or to  ‘San 

Kei’. 

 
生基生機也壽基  

切勿當作藏魂魄 

 

Kerby Kuek 
郭翹峰 


